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The work of César Lattes, 
who died at eighty, 
was fundamental for 
the detection of the pi meson
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Lattes on arrival at Rio in 1948:
an international celebrity
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an naturalized Italian, who
had already given lectures at
the University of São Paulo
(USP) right from its foun-
dation, in 1934. With pro-
fessor Wataghin and a group
of highly talented Brazilians,
such as Mário Schenberg
from the state of Pernambu-
cano and Marcello Damy de
Souza Santos and Paulus Au-
lus Pompéia, from the state
of São Paulo, among various
others, professor Occhialini
carried out research into
cosmic rays and was one of
Lattes� teachers. The original
name of the Brazilian was,
in reality, Cesare Mansueto
Giulio Lattes, born in the
city of Curitiba on the 11th

of July 1924, the son of the
Italian immigrants Giusep-
pe and Carolina.

His father, then living in
São Paulo, perceived César�s
inclination towards mathe-
matics and physics and in-

Wataghin and Occhialini and
of course Damy�, said pro-
fessor Lattes in an interview
published in the magazine
Ciência Hoje in August of
1995.�That is to say, I learned
nothing from them apart
from the English language.�
In 1945, Occhialini went to
Bristol to work with Cecil Po-
well, who was using common
photographic plates for the
study of the reactions in the
atom�s nucleus. One year la-
ter, Lattes followed the same
pathway and joined professor
Powell�s team.

The procedure for the
detection of particles was to
expose the plates, covered
in emulsion, to the open air
(similar to common photo-
graphic film). The emulsion
detects the passage of the
highly energetic particles,
electrically charged.

After developing, the
plate shows the particle�s

Images of the
plates with pi

mesons, 
published 

in Nature in 1947 
and the notebook 

of Lattes’ 
annotations: 

decisive 
participation 
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troduced him to professor
Wataghin, whom he knew.
Making use of a loophole in
a government judicial direc-
tive, young Lattes skipped a
a few years and enrolled in
the at that time Philosophy,
Science and Arts School
(FFCL/USP). By the age of
nineteen he had graduated
and joined Wataghin�s team
as his third assistant.

It was the first and only
college level course that he
took. Professors Wataghin

and Occhialini carried out
physics of the highest qua-
lity at the FFCL during the
30s and 40s. They kept the
library updated, there was
continuous exchange pro-
grams with the largest re-
search centers in the world
and they made every effort
to send their Brazilian disci-
ples abroad.

�It wasn�t England or the
United States that gave me
my physics education. It oc-
curred in São Paulo, with
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La Paz, in Bolivia, where
there was a meteorological
station at 5,600 meters. Pro-
fessor Lattes did not want
to stay out of the discovery
of which he had relevant
participation.

In the Andes, at that alti-
tude, the plates received
100,000 times more cosmic
particles than in France.
Everything worked out: the pi
meson was clearly detected.

�Particle physics began
here�, explains Igor Pacca,
from the Astronomy, Ge-
ophysics and Atmospheric
Sciences Institute (IAG/USP),
who worked with professor
Lattes between 1961 and
1966. César Lattes wanted
more. In 1948 he exchanged
Bristol for Berkeley Univer-
sity in the United States.
This time the idea was to use
a particle accelerator to de-

trajectory (observable under
the microscope) through the
sequence of grains contai-
ning metallic silver along its
course of direction. It so
happens that the particles
that come from space (cos-
mic rays) collide with parti-
cles of the earth�s atmosphe-
re creating other particles
that are difficult to be detec-
ted. For this reason, Occhia-
lini and Lattes concluded
that, besides the need for
having plates with a more
sensitive emulsion, it was
also necessary to reduce the
exposure time.

It would be necessary
was to carry out the experi-
ments at places of very high
altitude, where the air is ra-
rified. Occhialini carried
out the first high altitude
experiment in France atop
the mountain Pic du Midi,
at 2,800 meters in 1946. On
developing the plates, in
January of 1947, he found
some particles and wrote a
note for Nature exalting the
advantages of the emulsion
plates. It so happened that
the major leap forward had
not only been to expose the
plates at altitude but as well
in professor Lattes� sugges-
tion of covering some of
them with borax (sodium
tetraborate), which allowed
the conservation of the par-
ticles� marks for more time
on the plate before they de-
cayed into other particles.
The Brazilian and the Ita-
lian had been in search of
mesons, subatomic parti-
cles that carry out the inte-
raction between neutrons
and protons, forecast by the
Japanese physicist Hideki
Yukawa in 1935. On seeing
the result of the plates from
the Pic du Midi � and also
the note of Occhialini in
Nature � the Brazilian as-
ked to repeat the experien-
ce on Mount Chacaltaya,
some 20 kilometers from

tect mesons artificially cre-
ated. Just two weeks after
having arrived at Berkeley,
Lattes and the American
physicist Eugene Gardner
detected the particle. In
truth, the pi mesons had al-
ready been produced artifi-
cially since November 1946,
what had not been known
was how to identify them.
The news elevated professor
Lattes to a position of major
highlight on the world sci-
entific scenario. When his
scholarship to Berkeley was
completed, he already knew
what he wanted to do: to
work at the recently created
Brazilian Center of Physics
Research (CBPF), in Rio,
which he had helped to
found. �The presence of Cé-
sar Lattes was used to bring
value to science in Brazil�,
wrote the historian and re-
searcher from the Museum
of Astronomy and Related
Sciences (Mast), Ana Maria
Ribeiro de Andrade in her
book Físicos, mésons e polí-
tica � a dinâmica da ciência
na sociedade [Physicists,
mesons and politics � the
dynamics of science in so-
ciety] (Hucitec/Mast/CNPq,
1999). Lattes was also im-
portant in the founding of
the National Research Coun-
cil, currently the National
Council for Scientific and
Technological Development
(CNPq).

Gardner (right) and Lattes
in Berkeley in 1948 and in
the decade of the 80s
(above)

Yukawa (standing in the center) with
Lattes and other Brazilian physicists
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Prize. For his work during
1947, signed by him and
Occhialini and Cecil Powell,
who wound up winning the
prize by himself in 1950. Po-
well headed the laboratory
and had won for having de-
veloped a photographic me-
thod for the study of the nu-
clear process during the
decade of the 40s and for the
discoveries made using this
method.

It is considered that he
was to bring visibility to the
work, to explore the poten-
tiality of his group, reusing
the results and, according
to author Ana Maria Ribei-
ro, he had the talent to con-
vince crowds. Lattes could
also have won for his detecti-
on of the artificial pi meson,
but his co-author, Eugene
Gardner, died suddenly in
1950, and the Royal Aca-

During his period at the
CBPF, he set up the Cosmic
Physics Laboratory at Cha-
caltaya and made other lines
of research possible. Howe-
ver, in 1955 he left, having
discovered financial irregu-
larities at the center. Lattes
went to the United States
and worked at the universi-
ties of Chicago and Minne-
sota. He returned to USP in
1960 and mounted the Pho-
tographic Emulsion Labora-
tory. He actively participated
in the International Coope-
rative Emulsion Flight, an
international project for
the analysis of part of a
block of 80 liters of emulsi-
on exposed by balloon in
the Caribbean.

And from this period
came the start of collabora-
tion with Japanese resear-
chers to study emulsions ex-
posed at Chacaltaya. During
1967 he transferred to the
State University of Campi-
nas (Unicamp) and there he
organized and directed the
Cosmic Rays Department
and the Nuclear Emulsions
Laboratory. César Lattes is
almost always remembered
as the Brazilian who came
closest to winning a Nobel

demy of Sciences of Stoc-
kholm did not award prizes
to dead scientists. Appa-
rently, the Brazilian did not
get upset with the situati-
on. Carola Dobrigkeit Chi-
nellato, a professor at the
Physics Institute of Uni-
camp, who took her docto-
rate degree under his gui-
dance, stated that the
accuracy with the physicist
was not limited to physics.
Lattes complained when he
saw a text that was badly
written. �He would say: �Go
home and read Graciliano
Ramos. When you learn to
correctly use adjectives you
can write it out again and
show it to me�.� According
to people who were in daily
contact with him, at times
Lattes would alternate mo-
ments of extreme excite-
ment during which he
would forget to eat and sle-
ep and would spend the
whole night working, with
periods of deep depression.
One of the rare criticisms
that was made of him is
that of not having left follo-
wers � the same as is said of
other great physicists such
as professors Mário Schen-
berg and Oscar Sala. Such a
vision is contested by Amé-
lia Hamburger, a physicist
at the Physics Institute of
USP who has worked on the
history of science: �Lattes
and the others formed rese-
arch groups and set up la-
boratories at various centers
in Brazil and that work ob-
viously left seeds�. The point
about which there is no dis-
cussion is the genius of the
scientist, according to Igor
Pacca: �In physics he will al-
ways be placed ahead of the
others as he saw a long way
beyond the others�. �

Laboratory at Mount
Chacaltaya, during the 50s: 
continuity of research

The Bristol
physicists,

Lattes among
them, relaxed 

at the Robin
Hood pub P
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